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E-Newsletter
Welcome to the Spring edition of the
rebalance Newsletter.
We hope you’ve stayed warm over
the winter and change of seasons is
treating you well.

We’re going electronic…
We’re moving to electronic notes! We’ve been keeping an eye on
the various options for electronical clinical records and recent
developments mean that we’re ready to make the move.
We’ll be transitioning to a new practice management software
program along with integrated clinical notes and exercise
programs in the New Year. We think the new program will have
lots of benefits in terms of communication and reporting and
look forward to getting it all up and running early in 2018.

Inside this edition
Sitting tall

The Diaphragm

The Big Three

Leon shares
some tips for
checking and
improving your
sitting posture

How do posture,
breathing and movement
link up?

A healthy back
requires strength in
your front, back and
sides – so exercises
must target all three.

The diaphragm is a big
part of the story…

This edition we’ve got a variety of
articles that we hope you will find of
interest.
If there is someone else who you
would think would be interested, the
please feel free to forward this
newsletter on to them, or invite them
to email us at
info@rebalancepmmt.com.au to be
added to our mailing list.
Do you have any ideas as to what
you’d like to see in the next
newsletter? Please let us know!
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Sitting posture – a strategy for improvement
The impact of prolonged sitting on our health and fitness has
been compared by some to that of smoking! Recent studies
have suggested that poor sitting posture may actually have a life
shortening impact as well as causing degeneration of the spine.
This realization has led to the enforced breaks from sitting in
many workplaces and the increasing popularity of standing and
height adjustable desks (stay tuned for our review of these
desks in a future newsletter).
In the interim, there’s much you can do to become more aware
of your posture and to make sure you’re not putting too much
stress and strain on your back. Here’s our 4-step plan for a
sitting self-audit you can do at your workplace…
Step 1. Awareness - What’s your sitting strategy?
Next time you’re at work, perhaps about 1 hour into
your day, bring your attention to your sitting
posture. Are you sitting upright using your chair for
minor support (feeling contact with your chair
under the “sit bones” of your pelvis and some
gentle support at your back) or are you sitting
slumped and plastered to the entire surface of your
chair (from the top of the seat back, all the way
along the seat of your chair). Are your feet firmly
planted on the floor (or a foot rest) so that they are
taking some of your weight.
Step 2: Correction - Adjust your sitting posture
Even if you think your sitting strategy is pretty
active, try to correct your posture and see if it
changes. Stretch up and try sitting tall from your
pelvis through to the top of your head. Maintain
this tall posture rocking your pelvis back and
forwards until you find the center of your posture
with your weight being transferred through your site
bones and you can feel some of your weight
transferring through your feet.

hips and shoulders and/or do a few squats
in front of your desk.
c)   And then sit back down again and correct
your posture (step 2) before you start back
to work.
Step 4: Breathe - Integrate good breathing with
your sitting posture
Just before you get immersed in your work
activities again, take a few deep breaths. Relax
your shoulders, soften your chest and put your
hands around your waist. Breath in through your
nose and feel your tummy fill up the front, back
and sides of your torso and then breath out against
the resistance created by pursing your lips (a bit
like your blowing up a balloon). Time your breathing
so that your out breath is longer perspective your in
breath (in a ratio 1:2) Do this 10 times to help
reset normal breathing and posture support. (You
can also do this breathing exercise when standing
as part of your stretch break)

Step 3: Reminders - Set an alarm
Use one of the many apps or a simple computer
alarm to let you know when you’ve been sitting for
around 20-30 minutes.
a)  When the alarm goes check your posture
(step 1) so that you’re aware of the position
you’ve been in.
b)  Then take a break from sitting - there are
many possibilities for a break. You can walk
to the kitchen to get a glass of water, stand
and stretch towards the ceiling, stretch your
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The Diaphragm breathing,
posture and
movement
	
  
Professor Karel Lewit was a brilliant Czech
neurologist whom Leon & Anna had the pleasure of
learning from. He spent his life investigating the
causes of low back pain and was quoted to say “if
breathing is not normalised, no other movement
pattern can be.” Lewit was convinced that
breathing was the single most important function
of the neuromusculoskeletal system. Numerous
studies have shown associations between poor
breathing habits with anxiety, high blood pressure,
headaches and light headedness.

It’s not surprising then, that we often find poor
breathing patterns associated with poor postural
habits such as forward head posture, rounded
shoulders and stiffness of the thorax. In fact, a
poor breathing pattern can contribute to these
postural faults through overuse of the access
accessory muscles of respiration – especially
those which attach to the front and side of our
neck and front of our shoulders. Instead of
symmetrical belly breathing between our
diaphragm and pelvis, the head and shoulder are
involved in movements designed to lift the chest
up in order to help us breath.

Normal breathing requires the coordinated activity
of the diaphragm with the deep stabilizing muscles
of the spine and trunk – including the abdominal
muscles and the pelvic floor. And in this way,
balanced breathing is thought to facilitate good
posture and subsequent movement of the spine,
arms and legs (from that stable and strong postural
base). Rather than being rigid and inflexible, ideal
posture enables good mobility of the rib cage and
associated muscles which promotes normal
breathing quality and rate.

We often find this pattern of breathing in patients
who come in to the clinic with neck and or
shoulder pain, and sometimes they’ll get
considerable relief just from simple stretches and
breathing exercises. We also notice that our
patients with poor breathing habits quite often feel
tired and achy at the end of the day - they’ve been
working so much harder than they should just
through breathing.

Poor posture, such as that associated with a
slumpy mid back, a forward head posture and
rounded shoulders, makes taking normal deep
breaths much more difficulty. You can do an easy
test right now. If you upright you posture
(straighten you mid back, elongate your head and
neck, bring your shoulders back) and then take a
deep breath you’ll be able to feel your entire
abdominal region (front back and sides) expand. In
contrast, if you slump your mid back, and drop your
head & shoulders forward and then try to take a
deep breath you’ll feel your breathing has become
restricted (more superficial) and that you don’t get
the same expansion around your middle.

Simple breathing exercises (lying on your back with
hands on your tummy, back or sides) can be really
effective in bring your attention back to your
breathing and changing faulty habits. Leon also
uses Dynamic Neuromuscular Stabilisation
techniques and exercises to reduce muscular
tension associated with poor breathing and to
improve the muscle balance required for deep and
relaxing breathing. So if you notice you’re
breathing up (elevating your chest) rather than
around (expanding around your middle – front
back and sides) then you might benefit from some
rebalancing of your respiration!
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Key exercises for a healthy spine
Our modern-day occupations often involve long periods of time in static positions (such as sitting at a desk)
or motions such as bending and twisting repeated thousands of times (think of teachers bending over a
student’s desk or the brush strokes of a painter as they cover a room or entire building). We know that the
strain of such work-related activities can eventually result in back pain, but can we test the resilience of our
back prior to the onset of pain and take action to increase our resistance to back pain?
Researchers have been trying to come up with a series of tests that can be used to assess the low back
region. Trunk flexor (abdominal), side bridge, and trunk extensor (back) endurance tests are some of the
more commonly used assessments which can help indicate likely resistance to future aches and pains. The
results of these tests can indicate someone has an imbalance in the front, side and or back of their low
back and core region, and then an exercise program can be designed to address one or more of these
areas.
Important safety note:
If you have back pain then you should only do these exercises after a clinical assessment. There are
certain injuries which can be aggravated by exercise, and therefore it’s important that you have guidance in
your rehabilitation program
If you have been prescribed these exercises as part of a rehabilitation plan, then you’ll usually be asked to
do few exercises but often throughout the day so that you can build strength without fatiguing your injured
muscles.
If you have no problem with you back and you’d like to try them out then then please follow the instructions
below and if you feel any pain then stop immediately. Avoid doing these early in the morning when your
spine is stiffer than usual (and can be more prone to disc injury)

The “big three”
Three key exercises have been found to be effective for
training the front, back and side of the trunk - for building
strength, stability and endurance to prevent injury. In
addition, under careful guidance, they can also be used
to help recover and rehabilitate after an injury to the
back.
1.  The modified curl up
The traditional curl up exercise is known to be really hard on the low back region. The modified curl up
involves using your hands (or a rolled up towel) to keep the low back still (and better protected) during a
restricted range curl up. This exercise is often used for general back strengthening, or after the acute phase
of a low back injury in order to build strength as part of a rehabilitation plan.
Instructions:
Place your hands behind the small of your low back with elbows resting on the floor – your hands fit into the
little space left by the curve of your back.
Keep one knee bent and the other knee straight.
Brace your abdominal muscles and then slowly draw your chest down towards your pelvis whilst keeping
the curve in your back.
Make sure you’re leading with your chest and not your neck.
Hold for 5-10 seconds.
4
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2. Side Bridge (also known as Side Plank)
The side bridge is designed to build strength in the
core – particularly in a side to side direction. People
in occupations involving repetitive bending forwards
and/or backwards often have much weaker side
endurance, and lateral (side) strength is particularly
important for those who twist at work or in their
recreational activities.
Instructions:
Begin lying on your side with your hip a little flexed
and your knees bent. Prop yourself up on your elbow
and brace your abdominal muscles.
Drive your hips up and forward until you form a
straight line between your knees, hips, shoulder and
head.
Push away you’re your elbow (through the floor) so
that your shoulder is strong and your neck elongated
(avoiding a shoulder shrug).
Hold for 10 seconds and continue to breathe while
maintaining your gentle abdominal brace.
A more advanced version is with straight legs (shown
on the right).
3. The Bird Dog
The bird-dog exercise (imagine a hunting dog pointing
out the location of a duck and you’ll get the name!) is
a great exercise to strengthen the back whilst
improving hip and shoulder extension. It also helps
train balance and co-ordination and there are a
number of easier exercises that you can use to build
up to the example shown in the picture above (such
as a moving a single leg or single arm instead of
both).
Instructions:
Start with hands and knees on the floor and your
spine in a neutral position.
The hips should be positioned directly over the knees
and the shoulders directly over the hands.
Perform the abdominal brace.
For an easier version slowly sweep either the arm or
leg out away from your trunk whilst keeping the trunk
perfectly still. After mastering arms and legs
separately then you can do this exercise with opposite
arm and leg at the same time. The movement should
be slow and smooth and well controlled and usually 5
repetitions each side is a good start for this one.
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Remember:
Don’t do any of these exercises if you have
back pain without first having a detailed
assessment – just to make sure they’re
safe for your particular condition.
Start slowly and build up in time and
repetitions, and if you feel any discomfort
then stop and seek medical assistance.
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Activities for August, September & October
It’s been a busy time for Anna & Leon in recent months.
In August/September Anna attended the Association of Medical Educations Conference in Helsinki,
Finland and Leon attended two fascial manipulation workshops in Helsinki and in nearby Tempere.
Leon went to Prague for a week of work and study with his mentor and friend Jiri Cumperlik
(physiotherapist for the Prague ballet) where they worked on myofascial treatment techniques, yoga
and rehabilitation exercises.
Anna attended the Chiropractors & Osteopaths College of Australia’s annual conference in
Melbourne in October, where she presented a research paper and ran a workshop for clinicians on
improving inter-professional communication.
Leon attended a yoga workshop in Melbourne in October – focused on upper body posture and
strength via arm balancing exercises.

Evidence review for
management of low back pain
The European Journal of Pain recently published results
of a systematic review into the evidence for conservative
(non-surgical) management of low back pain. They
assessed the quality of evidence for the various
guidelines for the management of back pain and
concluded that education, staying active/exercise,
manual therapy (i.e. spinal manipulation) were all
appropriate first-line treatments for low back pain.
Wong, J.J., et al. “Clinical practice guidelines for the noninvasive
management of low back pain: A systematic review by the Ontario Protocol
for Traffic Injury Management (OPTIMa) Collaboration.” European journal of
pain 21.2 (2017): 201-216.

Clinic Hours
Leon’s Hours
Mondays 8am-12pm & 3-8pm
Tuesdays 8am-5pm
Wednesdays 9am-6pm
Thursdays 8am-12pm & 3-8pm
Anna’s Hours
Thursdays 4-8pm

